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Introduction	
Once emergency situation occurs, during search & resque phase, robust communication system, 
that allows timely data tranfer among all included parties, plays the critical role. Distributed 
Information Management (DIM) software ensures the integrity of collected data and as well 
availability and transparent access to most relevant and critical information at almost any time 
from any location. We have implemented DIM software that allows real-time transfer of 
positioning and other related data generated by FLARE Android application for First Responder 
positioning in emergency situations. A special care has been dedicated to the implementation of 
mechanisms and schemes for communication to multiple users and encryption of user content 
(generated field and remote data). Furthermore, we have implemented time-synchronisation on the 
GPS/Galileo time. 
In this document, we have put a special focus on the most critical aspects: distributed information 
management, time synchronization, security, and three-tier backbone. It should be noted that the 
transition from design to the implementation, described in this document, was supported by the 
availability of standard protocols and widespread libraries and modules. 

Flare	system	
In this section, we provide a description of three-tier skeleton backbone of FLARE system for 
tracking of First Responders. Furthermore, we provide a rich description on design details and 
choices made necessary for implementation of FLARE system. 

Three‐tier	skeleton	backbone	
The FLARE system is organized in the following three tiers: 
 FLARE application at Smartphone 
 Local FLARE server  
 HQ FLARE server 
as shown below in Figure 1. 
 

HQ FLARE server

Local FLARE server

Smartphone

MySQL

MySQL

SQLite  

Figure 1. FLARE three tier architecture 
 
In each tier, integrity of data is stored in a single database (MySQL on Local and HQ server, 
SQLite on smartphone) following the database schema shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. Database schema 
 
As can be seen in Figure 2, each user belongs to one or more mission groups which in turn are 
associated to different missions. Each time a user runs the FLARE application on its smartphone 
device, a new tracking session is created which in turn can contain one or more tracks (array of 
locations) and one or more Points of Interest. 
Data access is restricted per user and per role basis. For instance, an administrator can manage 
user accounts of all the users (see Figure 3), whereas each user can manage its own account data 
and can access positioning data of other user belonging to the same mission group. 
 

 

Figure 3 User account management 
 

The most challenging task during design and implementation of FLARE system was to ensure 
perfect synchronization of data stored locally (FLARE application at smartphone) and remotely 
(FLARE portal at Local and HQ Server) with constraints on network availability, latency and 
available bandwidth, by simultaneously ensuring atomicity, consistency, isolation and durability 
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(ACID) of data. The ultimate goal, ACID properties was achieved by implementing time 
synchronization according to a design provided in the sequel.  

Time	synchronization	
In this document we propose that each element of FLARE system has at least one source of timing 
information as shown in Figure 4: 
 

 
Figure 4. Timing elements used in architecture 

 
1. GNSS receiver: could be of higher and regular accuracy and precision when it comes to 

measuring time. This depends on the grade/class of used receiver e.g. external Bluetooth 
GNSS receiver is of higher grade than internal smartphone GNSS. 

2. Clock: internal clock (RTC) can have a different accuracy and precision, as well as 
capability to hold time (retain drift due to aging, environmental parameters, or simply due 
to imperfections in its structure). External GNSS receiver disposes of the higher grade 
internal clock operating with unchanged performance over a wide range of temperature (-
40°C to +85°C). RTC complements a GNSS receiver for top-level time synchronization in 
any-time any/where conditions regardless of GNSS signal condition(available or 
obstructed). 

3. NTP: assumes master server with possibility of role changes i.e. client-server interactions. 
Elements with larger resources and a stable GNSS reception take role of the server and 
provide service to numerous clients. NTP server could be remote or on-site with reference 
to its position relative to the place of a emergency.  

 
Smartphone timing information is provisioned by internal or external Bluetooth GNSS module 
(which in turn gets it from GNSS satellite or local clock). More specifically, NMEA RMC string 
sent from external GNSS module is parsed at FLARE application running on smartphone where 
current date and time is extracted and local clock is synchronized. Nevertheless, if external GNSS 
module does not work for some reason (broken or empty battery), FLARE application obtains 
timing information from local clock or NTP client (natively supported by Android OS).  
On the other hand, FLARE portals running on local and HQ server get their timing information 
from either local clock, GNSS module or NTP server. In such a way, we can enforce that all data 
that flows between different system elements are stamped with common time scale (with 
negligible time offset due to time synchronization imperfections). 
 
In FLARE system we can identify two scenarios when it comes to synchronization: 

 On-site synchronization 
On-site synchronization encompass most FLARE system elements, excluding only remote HQ 
flare server. The HQ servers provide unobstructed source of accurate timing, working 99.99% 
of the time. Networked time synchronization and coupling of remote and on-site segments 
depend on the status of backbone remote communication (satellite and mobile).When 
backbone communication channels are not available, local FLARE server takes over the NTP 
server role and rely on local systems only. If accurate GNSS time source is available, local 
FLARE server uses the time synchronization provided by the GPS daemon (gpsd) and reach 
the level of a stratum 2 in general case and even stratum 1 server for all devices connected to 
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the Local Area Network (LAN). If GNSS is not available, the local FLARE server enters the 
fallback mode with lower time accuracy since it needs to rely on the last synchronization 
performed with HQ server in the remote segment and on the accuracy of the clock provided by 
the processing platform (RTC). In conclusion, local server services time-synchronization 
needs of networked elements in the on-site segment i.e. time-sync with smartphone devices. 
 Between a remote and an on-site segment 
HQ server hosts an NTP stratum 1 server on the remote segment. Accurate, precise and 
unobstructed GNSS signal reception will be provided in 99.99% of cases. NTP clients (e.g.  
local FLARE servers and smartphone devices) situated in the on-site segment resort to remote 
synchronization when all of the following conditions are met: 

o When global time-synchronization is lost (global UTC time scale drifts beyond 
o tolerated limits) 
o When GNSS signal with timing information is obstructed or unavailable 
o When on-site NTP server at local FLARE server is not available or cannot guarantee 

required time accuracy 
o When the communication channel with remote segment is available 

 
Conditions are set-up as a conjunction (AND logical operation) to prevent overuse of remote 
backbone communication channel due to its stringent restrictions (potentially limited and 
costly bandwidth). 
On the other side, local FLARE server dually behaves as an NTP client and server. When 
remote communications are available, i.e. either over terrestrial network or over satellite 
connection, the local FLARE server can connect to stratum 1 servers located on the remote 
side (either HQ server or publicly available NTP servers on Internet) in order to synchronize 
its clock. The local FLARE server acts as NTP client over remote communication means and 
as NTP servers for the units in the Local Area Network (LAN, smartphone devices, personal 
computers). Since the accuracy of NTP depends on the RTT over Ethernet, the accuracy over 
satellite is lower than the one over cellular networks. In this case NTP automatically relies on 
the source providing the best accuracy: either NTP servers on Internet or the local GNSS. 

FLARE	distributed	database	
The data is distributed and replicated in different directions, depending on authentication policies 
and network connection availability. For instance, user-related data (username, password, name, 
surname, role, etc.) are created/updated at the central location (either local or HQ server), and then 
distributed to lower tiers (from HQ server to local server or from local server to smartphone). Data 
related to specific user are only sent to smatphone where that user is logged in. 
On the other hand, tracking and situational data (geographical path, alerts, waypoints, POI (Points 
of interest) reports etc.) are mostly created/updated at the smartphone units. These data are 
continuously stored at the local smartphone storage and replicated to local server (and HQ server) 
whenever network connection is available. Once transferred to local and HQ server, these data can 
be accessed by different users (mission commander, other first responders belonging to the same 
mission group, etc.), resulting in improved location and situation awareness in the field (e.g. users 
belonging to the same group can see each other position in near-real time, resulting in a more 
efficient and safer missions). 
Depending on user’s current position, different network types (LTE, 3G, 2G, WiFi) may be in the 
connection range of its smartphone device. FLARE application is designed in such a way to 
always use the optimal network (i.e. LTE instead of 3G or 2G) so that the data can be transferred 
with the minimal delay and in a more energy efficient manner. If for some reason, network 
suddenly becomes unavailable, data are stored locally at the smartphone device. Once the network 
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becomes available again, more important (e.g. more recent data or alarms) are transferred first, 
while historical data are postponed to the future, when better network conditions occur. Moreover, 
replication and synchronization of data are made based on prioritization, adapting to the capacity 
of the links (e.g. congestion). 
Data flow between different tiers is bidirectional. Each element (smartphone, local server and HQ 
server) acts as either data provider or data consumer. For instance, smartphone acts as a data 
provider when it sends positioning data to other parts of the system, while it acts as a data 
consumer when retrieving other users’ positioning data from local and HQ servers (collaborative 
positioning view). 
Different states of FLARE system synchronization are provided in Table 1Error! Reference 
source not found.. 

Table 1 FLARE synchronization states 
State Description 
1: Field only The FLARE app may be offline because no network connection is 

available. User positions and waypoints are not synchronized with FLARE 
servers. 

2: Local server  
only 

User or mission related data (mission name, location, etc) created at local 
server and not synchronized yet to FLARE app or HQ server. 

3: HQ only User or mission related data (mission name, location, etc) created at HQ 
location and not synchronized yet to FLARE app or local server. 

4: Field and 
local server 

When back in range of the local server the field users can synchronize 
their data (positions, alerts, waypoints, etc.) with the local server. 

5: Field and HQ When out of range of the local server, field users may synchronize their 
data (positions, alerts, waypoints, etc.)  with the HQ server. 

6: Local and 
HQ 

Data (user positions, mission locations, etc.) that have been synchronized 
between local server and HQ server. 

7: Field, local 
and HQ server 

User data (positions, alerts, waypoints, etc.) that have been synchronized 
both with local and HQ server. 

DIM	elements	and	their	detailed	capabilities	

External	Bluetooth	GNSS	module	(data	provider	and	storage)	
External GNSS module will feature a barometer readings (atmospheric pressure) that will be used 
to provide precise altitude information in situations where such information is not available from 
GNSS signal. Altitude information will be part of NMEA GGA message. 
A secured interconnection between External GNSS module and FLARE app will be realized 
through a Bluetooth interface, where a single External GNSS module is paired with a smartphone 
hosting FLARE app. 

FLARE	app	(data	provider	and	storage)	
Flare app will perform the algorithms for positioning, integrating and enriching tracking data from 
External GNSS module and forwarding tracking data to remote servers. 
 Data format and size: 

o The FLARE app uses GeoJSON format to exchange positioning data between client (app) 
and server.  

o GeoJSON is geospatial data interchange format based on JavaScript Object Notation 
(JSON).  
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o GeoJSON object may represent a geometry, a feature, or a collection of features. 
GeoJSON supports the following geometry types: Point, LineString, Polygon, MultiPoint, 
MultiLineString, MultiPolygon, and GeometryCollection. Features in GeoJSON contain a 
geometry object and additional properties, and a feature collection represents a list of 
features. Detailed structure of each of them can be found in http://geojson.org/.  

o A complete GeoJSON data structure is always an object (in JSON terms). In GeoJSON, an 
object consists of a collection of name/value pairs also called members. For each member, 
the name is always a string. Member values are either a string, number, object, array or 
one of the literals: true, false, and null. An array consists of elements where each 
element is a value as described above. The size of each GeoJSON object depends on the 
amount of data contained inside it. 

 Traffic patterns for positioning data can be: 
o Periodic - for real time user tracking whenever the network is continuously available. 
o Burst – after periods of network unavailability, application transfers the most important 

(most recent) positions, and then transfers the historical data. 
o Traffic patterns for commands and alarms are triggered. 

 Data rates are very low (GeoJSON format is basically text) and adapts to the network 
conditions (transmit more frequent updates when connected over LTE in contrast to GPRS) 
and remaining battery available. 

 Security: data will be transmitted over secure connection using transport layer security 
mechanisms (TLS/SSL) 

 Data storage encryption: All data is stored inside the SQLite database that is encrypted by the 
use of a tool such as SQLCypher. In order to access data, the user must login first by using 
provided credentials (username and password). In such a way, the data cannot be accessed in 
the case that the device is stolen or lost. 

 Data flow: Positioning data are sent from external GNSS module to the FLARE app on 
smartphone via Bluetooth in NMEA format. Next, the smartphone enhances these data by 
appending additional information (user’s activity, different alarm status, etc.) and store them 
in a local database. The data from the FLARE app’s database are prioritized according to the 
network connection status, battery level and alarms, and sent to local server in GeoJSON 
format. Whenever there is network coverage, the enhanced positioning data are transferred 
from the smartphone to the local server in near real-time. In the case of an emergency, data 
are transferred immediately with high priority. In the case there was a connection outage, or 
the connection bandwidth is significantly reduced, historical data from smartphone are 
filtered and only the most relevant (most recent) and the most urgent operational data are 
transferred to local server. To ensure correct prioritization, each position is labeled with one 
of the following urgency classes: 

1. Urgent – used when emergency alarm is activated. The last known location will be labeled 
with this class, and immediately sent to the local server. 

2. Normal – used for regular real-time positioning data. After the connection outage, the data 
labeled with this class will be sent only after all data with urgent class have been sent first. 
Afterwards, the positions with Normal class will be sent according to their timestamps 
(more recent positions will be sent first)  

 The data stored at local server are transferred to the remote HQ server according to the 
mission requirements and available connection bandwidth.  In the case of reduced bandwidth, 
which is more likely to occur for the satellite connection, positioning data are filtered at local 
server before being transferred to the remote HQ server. The filtering is performed in such a 
way that the real-time positioning is uninterrupted (clear operational image is preserved). In 
the case of complete connection outage, the data are still stored at the local server, being 
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available to the local staff and other authorized users. Once the connection between local 
server and remote HQ server is restored, the tracking data are synchronized, with the most 
recent and urgent data being transferred first. 

 
Figure 0.1 Data flow from external GNSS module to the remote HQ server 
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 Data transmission: 
o Pattern: Whenever the network connection between different stages is available and the 

sufficient bandwidth is allocated the data are sent periodically with time periods between 
two successive transmissions not lower than 10s as requested by end-users. After the 
connection outage period, the data are sent in a burst, with most important and urgent data 
being transferred first. Tracking data will be labeled with urgency class label. In the event 
of an alarm being activated (e.g. user not moving for a specific period of time) or for user 
commands requiring access to remote data, the data are sent immediately (if the network 
connection is available).  

o Bottleneck and disruption points: may occur at any connection path, either between 
smartphone and local server or between local and HQ server. The bottleneck usually 
occurs when only slow network connection is available (2G or BGAN satellite). On the 
other hand, disruptions (network outage) may happen if a user moves outside the coverage 
area of the local network. 

o Security and safety aspects: All the data in the smartphone are stored in encrypted 
database and can be accessed only if valid credentials are provided by the user. By taking 
this approach, unauthorized data access is effectively prevented, if the device is stolen or 
lost. Furthermore, data communicated over a network is secured by the transport layer 
security mechanisms (TLS/SSL). Whenever there is a network connection available, the 
data are synced to local and remote HQ server. In such a way, in the case of accidental 
damage or loss of device, important data are securely stored at the remote location and can 
be easily restored to another smartphone by simply installing FLARE app and providing 
authorization credentials. Data will be downloaded from FLARE server to FLARE app.  

FLARE	server	(data	provider	and	storage)	
Main purpose of FLARE server is to store tracking information received from various users, so 
that this information can be accessed by other users in the field, mission commander or any other 
user with access rights. In addition, these data can subsequently be used to provide the possible 
paths through the building by using collaborative mapping algorithms, permitting effective 
navigation in unknown environments.  

 Data format used for exchanging positioning data is GeoJSON, and for other types of data 
(e.g. notifications, alarms, etc.) JSON.  

 Traffic patterns for FLARE server are: 
o Periodic (e.g. map and path update over time) and  
o User triggered (e.g. for login/logout, alarm activation, etc.) 

 Required amount of memory: 
o Each position data with associated information is stored in database by using the exact 

same database schema as the one provided in Figure 2. Nevertheless, the storage 
requirements for server database are much broader, since it has to be able to store data 
related to multiple users/missions simultaneously. On the other hand, server storage 
capacities are easily upgradable to satisfy the exact needs. 

 Encryption:  
o All data is stored inside the database is encrypted. Commonly used encryption 

algorithms will be used. In order to access data, the user must login first by using 
provided credentials (username and password). In such a way, data cannot be accessed 
by unauthorized personnel. 

 Datarates: 
o FLARE server provides two modes of access: 
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 Web based: using standard web browser, requires more data to be transmitted on 
each user request 

 Portable devices: using Android app on either smartphone or tablet, optimized to 
use less data, since user interface is already present inside the application, and only 
GeoJSON and JSON objects are exchanged. 

 Security: data will be transmitted over secure connection using transport layer security 
mechanisms (TLS/SSL) 

 FLARE server API:  positioning data stored at the remote server will be exposed via API 
to the authorized applications. This API will enable easy integration with other systems 
(e.g. GIS application). 

 

	

	
 



Review of the technical solution  
DATA AND TIME SYNCHRONIZATION 

SYSTEM FOR EMERGENCY 
SITUATIONS 

This technical report describes data and time synchronization system for 
emergency situations. System is designed to be robust to network connection 
outages with the aim of providing anytime and anywhere availability of data. The 
main purpose of the system is to provide tracking of first responders in 
emergency situations allowing them to send critical information such as positions 
of different objects or events in real-time, so that mission commanders have 
clear operational picture. 

System is designed in distributed manner with three tiers. Depending on the 
network connectivity state, data are synchronized between different parts (e.g. 
between Android tracking application and local server, local and remote server, 
etc.). Android application can use either internal GNSS receiver or external 
Bluetooth GNSS module. It stores all data to the local storage, synchronizing 
them with servers whenever network connection is available, having im mind 
urgency of data and available bandwidth. Special attention has been paid to time 
synchronization aspects, which use different types of timing signal sources 
(GNSS, NTP, RTC), that provide the best possible accuracy depending on the 
specific scenario. 

Graphical user interface at web server application allows mission commanders 
and other authorized personnel to add new users to the system, inspect their 
data and positions in real-time, and provide other mission related data. 

dr Fabrice Theoleyre    dr Nathalie Mitton 
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